Your Sixth Form, Your Future

Welcome to
Your Sixth For m
It is time to make the biggest decision of your lives
so far! What lies ahead, beyond Year 11?

Our Sixth Form is characterised by teachers who know
their students well. They are able to provide regular and
highly effective feedback in students’ learning. They share

You are about to make a choice that will define the

information regularly and effectively with parents and

pathways and opportunities available to you in adulthood.

students so that parents are involved in the learning journey.

It is a fantastically exciting time (if not a little nerveracking) and one that I am sure will take you in the

Our students develop self-confidence in their learning:

direction of your dreams.

ensuring they become independent, resilient, happy young
adults who make a positive contribution to their community.

Learning with us at Thomas Gainsborough Sixth Form is

One of the ways we do this is through our super curricular

about joining a community whose sole purpose is to enable

activities.

you to fulfil those dreams. We know our students, we care

“Personalised learning,
support and experiences
to meet every single
student’s needs.”

about our students, we place great value on the importance

This Prospectus is designed to provide you with an insight

of strong relationships and teamwork in order to ensure

into what goes on here at Thomas Gainsborough Sixth

that every one of our students achieves success.

Form, both within the classroom and beyond. Sixth Form is
about becoming the person that you want to be. It is about

Developing mature young people in the Sixth Form is

grasping opportunities and making the most of the exciting,

about personalising learning, support and experiences to

enjoyable and fulfilling years of your entire school career.

meet every single student’s needs. We believe in a close
three-way partnership between students, their families
and the school. We work together for one goal and that is
you achieving the best you possibly can in your learning

Mr Kenny Alexander

and developing as a person.

Director of Sixth Form
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Exploring
Your Excellence
Thomas Gainsborough Sixth Form offers you the
chance to explore your own learning pathways.
You are at the centre of your learning journey and
we will help you build a curriculum that meets
your needs, your strengths and your goals.
Meeting these aspirations that you have for yourself is a
challenging task. You are about to undertake two years
of difficult study. Your success will be based upon your
own endeavours but the support that you will get from
Thomas Gainsborough Sixth Form will ensure that, with
every challenge that you meet, people who know you,
understand your learning style and care passionately
about seeing you do the best, will be with you every step
of the way.

“There is a wide range of
courses, competitive sports
and amazing facilities.”
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Leading
Your Communit y
You are the leaders of this community. Every
student at Thomas Gainsborough Sixth Form is a
future leader. We place high value on developing
these skills throughout your time with us.
Whether you are on a Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme
activity, taking part in the Sixth Form Challenge event,
enjoying work experience with business and industry leaders,
or playing a lead role in student politics; we encourage all
our students to see the development of the skills needed to
prepare for positions of responsibility and authority, as an
integral part of your time in our Sixth Form.
Our Academic Sixth Form tutoring and House Systems
are designed to develop these roles. Universities and
employers will be looking for recruits who have shown
their skills in leading and developing other people. This
can involve being Head Boy or Head Girl or becoming a
Senior Student attached to the leadership of each House,
but it can also involve the support and mentoring that you
might give to younger students. Being a student at Thomas

“Your tutors, your teachers
and learning mentors
provide regular feedback
and set learning targets
with you constantly.”
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Gainsborough Sixth Form is being a member of a wider
community: your community!
Your time here will be rewarding. It will be rewarding
intellectually and it will be rewarding academically, but
life at Thomas Gainsborough Sixth Form is not just about
what happens in the classroom.
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Exceeding
Your Expectations
This is an exciting time and decisions, plans, ideas
and subjects you commit to now will help forge
the bright future that is ahead of you. Thomas
Gainsborough Sixth Form will provide you with
an outstanding environment to help you meet and
exceed your potential.
We will have high expectations of you both academically
and personally and we will expect you to work hard, aim
high and seize all the opportunities that will be provided
for you. Above all, we expect our Sixth Form students to be
courageous and creative thinkers, able to meet challenges
and to care about others within their community.
Our dedicated teachers will provide you with excellent
teaching. They will build upon the knowledge they
might already have of you to fully understand your core
strengths and to identify areas where you need extra
encouragement and motivation. They will be accessible
not just during lesson time but via e-mail and also after
school to provide additional support. Our wide-ranging

“Our Thomas Gainsborough
community is growing with
more new students choosing
to attend our Sixth Form.”
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curriculum consisting of A Levels, BTECs, Extended
Project Qualification (EPQ) and work experience will fire
your imagination and inspire you to develop your unique
opinions and attributes, unlocking a world where there are
no parameters to possibility and potential.
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Creating
Your Curriculum

Learning at Thomas Gainsborough Sixth Form is
supported not only by the excellent teaching but
the recently refurbished and updated facilities.

To support and enhance your experience, students will
have independent use of the teaching and sports facilities;
four dedicated Sixth Form study areas, a well-being room;
prioritised access to the dining areas before the lower

State of the art computer and media suites, including the use

school and, if students are meeting the required academic

of iMacs, supplement well-resourced teaching rooms and an

standards in Year 13, personalised study agreements can

outstanding library. Our Physical Education facilities include

be arranged.

a four court sports hall, gymnasium, fitness suite, swimming
pool, dance studio and floodlit Astroturf. The Media Studies

Our Sixth Form Course Guide will give you detailed

suite comprises a fully working TV studio including a fifty

information about the different courses we offer and the

foot green screen. Science, Technology and the Arts also

GCSE qualifications and grades required. It will also

enjoy specialist facilities ideal for post 16 learning. Dark

provide you with additional information to help you make

rooms, photography studio and dedicated Sixth Form art

informed choices and the support available to help you

studio complement well resourced laboratories, workshops

make the correct decisions. You may wish to specialise in

and IT support facilities. The Wayman and Long Law

specific subject areas or you might want to choose a wide-

Suite, and Walter Wright Accountancy Suite offer a unique

ranging study programme; both routes are possible.

opportunity to access exclusive work placements, as well as
the possibility of higher apprenticeships or a potential Law
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training contract.

“You will enjoy greater
independence in
managing your own
learning and time in
the Sixth Form.”
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“Thomas Gainsborough Sixth
Form offers you the chance
to explore your own learning
pathways. You are at the centre
of your learning journey and we
will help you build a curriculum
that meets your needs, your
strengths and your goals.”
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We are ideally located near Great
Cornard in Suffolk within close proximity
to Sudbury, Long Melford, Lavenham,
Clare, Bures, Nayland and Hadleigh.
You are always welcome to come and
visit our school and Sixth Form to see
the facilities, experience lessons and
talk to staff and current students.
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Enriching
Your Study

In addition to the expansive offering within your
core subjects, which will see you take part in
field trips and cultural visits with your academic
studies, you will also benefit from numerous
opportunities to broaden your horizons, improve
leadership skills, accrue additional qualifications
and improve your curriculum vitae.

During the academic year there are also de-timetabled
enrichment days during which Sixth Form students are
able to experience a range of activities including: cooking
on a budget, self defence, financial management, health
awareness, team building and interview skills. The
Sixth Form also benefits from very close links with the
University of Cambridge and University of Suffolk, who
regularly provide our students with opportunities to

Sixth Form students organise and run their own clubs and

raise their aspirations through talks and visits, as well as

activities ranging from whole school charity events, their

practical help and guidance in completing UCAS forms

own in-school business and visits to cities such as Paris and

and preparing for interviews.

London. They take an active part in the many whole school
House Competitions which include sporting events and

As a student of Thomas Gainsborough Sixth Form these

the Sixth Form University Challenge. They participate in

opportunities will provide you with additional skills, new

the BASE challenge, the annual essay writing competition,

challenges and an enriched curriculum vitae which will

the Duke of Edinburgh award, the TGS Media Team and

benefit you considerably when applying for university,

the annual school production. They attend and lead the

apprenticeships and future careers.

numerous after school activities such as film club, go-kart
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racing, dance, cipher challenge and poetry.

“Opportunities will
provide you with
additional skills,
new challenges and
an enriched curriculum
vitae which will benefit
you considerably.”
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Super Curricular
Activities
Sixth Form life provides an opportunity to develop
and broaden your skills and experiences but also to
develop some new skills. We offer a programme of
Super-curricular activities and our students should
make decisions based upon their own individual
needs, interests, skills and aims.
Your Sixth Form is a friendly and vibrant place with a great
deal going on. If your particular interest does not seem
to be offered then you could get together with others
who share your ideas and start your own society. This is
Your Sixth Form!

“An exciting opportunity for
young people between the
ages of 16-18 to continue
their academic, athletic
and career development.”
14
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Meet Our Students

Evie Prager

Charles Wilson

Rosy Morelli

I’m Evie, the Head Girl at Thomas Gainsborough

I am the current Head Boy at Thomas Gainsborough

I am currently in year 12, the first year of Sixth Form.

Sixth Form. I am in my second year and am studying

Sixth Form and have begun my second year studying

I am studying Biology, Chemistry, Maths and Spanish.

Mathematics, Further Mathematics, Biology and Sport.

Maths, History, Politics and German A-Levels.

The reason I decided to stay at Thomas Gainsborough

I was excited to stay at Thomas Gainsborough School

Sixth Form is because I already knew most of the

because of the excellent reputation and tailored

TGS Sixth Form is a great place to study due to the

teachers, which allows me to build close relationships

education. With the opportunity to study independently

strong relationships between students and staff. While

with them. It also meant I didn’t have to spend hours

whilst receiving a huge amount of support for learning,

I have independence in how I manage my studies, I

travelling on the bus or train each day! If I have a

university applications and work experience.

know exactly where to go if I need support, and my

question, I know I can ask it without worrying what

teachers readily offer me guidance to help me achieve

other people will think of me. Although the difference

With the exciting growth of the sixth form, the small

my best. I am applying to university and am grateful

between GCSE’s and A Levels can feel like a big step

class sizes remain unchanged and the support for

for the expertise of my teachers, which has been

up, I have been supported in every way possible, and

individuals has never been greater. Students have a

invaluable in informing my choices and helping me to

despite the workload, I am really enjoying my time

fantastic relationship with the staff, which enables

write my personal statement.

here so far.

have been lots of opportunities in the sixth form, to

I like how sixth formers can get involved in the main

One aspect of Sixth Form life is increased independence,

develop our transferable skills and be able to apply them

school, but also appreciate the many sixth form-only

which I have personally found really useful as there is

to volunteering, work experience and extra-curriculars.

spaces such as the Cafe, which are great for socialising

more time, e.g. in study periods to do your own

and studying between lessons. I really enjoy my

research to get to know and love your chosen subjects.

I would highly recommend Thomas Gainsborough

subjects, as well as all the opportunities outside the

At Thomas Gainsborough Sixth Form there are

as a place of study for hard-working individuals who

classroom such as the super curricular activities on

so many opportunities that there is something for

feel they are best suited to a smaller community.

Wednesday afternoons, when I can have a break and

everyone, no matter what their interests.

questions to be asked, and more to be learnt. There

take part in interesting activities and sports.
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Callum Ryan

Alana Hutchinson

I’m currently in my first year at Thomas Gainsborough

I am currently in my first year of sixth form studying

Sixth Form studying Geography, Mathematics, and

Mathematics,

Classical Civilisation. The difference between sixth form

Sociology. Being an external student, I chose to study

and lower school has been large but I have thoroughly

at Thomas Gainsborough Sixth Form because of the

enjoyed the process of settling in. Sixth form is a hard-

sense of individuality each student receives due to

work and often high-stakes environment, but the

the smaller class sizes and the remarkable team of

welcoming and friendly staff will help you wherever they

teachers. The environment is welcoming, friendly, and

can. You can come into the sixth form knowing that

calm-inducing. Thomas Gainsborough Sixth Form is

there are always other people looking out for you, and

a really great place to study and relax. I look forward

teachers who will give you the confidence to unleash your

to coming in and learning every day.

English

Literature,

Biology

and

“ Having come from an external
school, I felt I instantly fitted
into TGS with the friendly
atmosphere it provides.”

potential in whichever subjects you choose. I also found
that the smaller cohort of students compared to other

The teachers are very supportive with any problems

sixth forms and colleges creates a strong community

you may have, or decisions you need to make and will

bond, where people are always looking out for each other.

always create time specifically for you to make changes
in order to achieve your potential. As well as pursuing

Additionally, the facilities, from the café to the drama hall

the curriculum, teachers always present opportunities

to the sports field, are excellent, and accommodate a wide

(such as volunteering and sports teams) that help to

range of interests and subjects. There are opportunities

build everyone’s CVs for the future.

available round every corner to enrich your repertoire,
and a fantastic careers team that will help you hone your

Due to the facilities at TGS, any university and career

future ambitions. Overall, I would highly recommend

seems possible. The endless motivation and inspiration

Thomas Gainsborough Sixth Form for anyone looking

the teachers provide makes me feel confident in my

for a student-oriented post-GCSE experience.

capabilities and what I can achieve.
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Spotlight on Success
Thomas Gainsborough Sixth Form Alumni

Matt Chambers

Gemma Deacon

Between 2015 and 2017, I studied A-Level Maths, Geography and BTEC IT at

I attended Thomas Gainsborough Sixth Form from 2018-2020, where I studied

Thomas Gainsborough Sixth Form. The reason I chose my A Level subjects was

History, French and Drama at A-Level, as well as completing an EPQ. Having

that I didn’t know what I fully wanted to do after sixth form, but I really enjoyed

previously been a lower school student at TGS, the step up to A-Levels felt

these subjects at GCSE.

comfortable and I knew from the get-go that I would be supported throughout
my studies.

Since leaving TGS Sixth Form, I have completed my Project Planning
Apprenticeship with Transport for London working on some of the biggest capital

The staff at TGS are helpful and were very accommodating to my aspirations,

projects in the UK & Europe. After successful completion of my apprenticeship,

which, with the small and friendly size of the sixth form, definitely drew me

I moved into a full-time position at TfL as an Assistant Project Planner working

to choosing it after GCSEs. Even through the disruption and uncertainty of the

on major projects including the recently opened Northern Line Extension, 4 Lines

pandemic, I felt reassured about my studies and achieved A*A*AA in my exams,

Modernisation and Bank Station Upgrade.

securing my place at Cambridge University, where I now study History. TGS
offered me a lot of assistance throughout the crazy Oxbridge application process,

I have been able to grow and develop at TfL and recently got a promotion to

which I feel extremely grateful for, as it helped me to keep believing that it was

Planning Manager and am now the responsible planner at TfL for bringing into

something I could, and now have achieved!

service the new passenger trains that we are building and introducing to the
Piccadilly Line.
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Jacob Miculob

Francesca Perkins-Taylor

I attended Thomas Gainsborough Sixth Form from 2018-2020 and I studied

I attended Thomas Gainsborough Sixth Form from 2017-2019, studying

A-Levels in Biology, Chemistry and Maths. I made the decision to join the sixth

Philosophy, History, and Maths, achieving A*AA as well as an A* in my EPQ. I’m

form after coming from the lower school, as I knew I would be supported in all

now in my third year studying Philosophy and Theology at the University of St

aspects of my studies. I benefited from learning in smaller class sizes, and not only

Andrews and I’ve been lucky enough to have been recorded on the Deans’ List for

did I feel supported through the teaching and feedback I received that was personal

both my first and second-year results. After university, I hope to study for a PGCE

- from my teachers who knew what my strengths and weaknesses were, but I also

and pursue a career within teaching and education.

felt I was being challenged to do better and pushed to achieve my full potential.
Throughout my time at sixth form, I felt supported by the wonderful team of
Another deciding factor to me coming attending the sixth form was how I enjoyed

teachers and staff, who ensured that each of us received a personalised learning

being an active member in the community of the school. I felt that the sixth form

experience, allowing us to achieve our very best. The community feel of a school

was the perfect environment to develop both my skills in academics and my skills

sixth form gave a real sense of togetherness and co-operation amongst both staff

as a person. The sixth form offered me a variety of opportunities to demonstrate

and students, which is integral not only from an academic standpoint, but also

leadership and communication skills through the variety of extracurricular that

from the perspective of wellbeing and happiness within your studies!

was on offer such as clubs, events, and tutoring. My time as the Head Boy of the
sixth form allowed me to practice and hone these lifelong skills that we need in
all aspects of life, and I could see my confidence grow throughout my time in the
sixth form, whilst making an impact in the school. Alongside everything I have
learnt, I was able to leave with A*, A, A, A, and I am now currently studying
Biomedical Sciences at King’s College London.
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Destined
For Success
We have a proven track record in preparing our students
successfully for their post-18 pathways. All of our
Year 13 students successfully moved on into Higher
Education, Apprenticeships or employment.
Our students went to a wide range of universities to read
an impressive variety of subjects.
Universities

Subjects

Anglia Ruskin

Business and Tourism

Bath Spa

Clinical Psychology

Bournemouth

Computer Science

Brighton

Criminology

Cambridge

Economics

Durham University

Engineering

Edinburgh

Film Production

Essex

Fine Art

Exeter

Forensic Science

Herts

Geography

King’s College

History

Lincoln

Journalism

Loughborough

Law

Manchester

Media Production

Nottingham Trent

Mathematics

Reading

Midwifery

Sheffield

Music Technology

Southampton

Politics

St Andrews

Psychology

Sussex

Social Work

UEA

Sports Science

University of Suffolk

Zoology
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Bur saries

Dress Code

Significant Sixth Form Busaries, up to £1,200, are available

Guide Lines

to many students and can be used to subsidise transport

Clothing should be professional attire, not casual wear.

costs, provide books and equipment, pay for field trips and

The following may be helpful in clarifying what is and

other course-related costs and contribute to the costs of

what is not appropriate:

attending university interviews and open days.

No denim

Further information about travel routes and bursaries is

No shorts

available by contacting the Sixth Form.

No combat or cargo trousers
No leggings unless under an appropriate length

Well Connected

skirt or dress
No low cut or strappy tops

Thomas Gainsborough Sixth Form is easily accessible,
with short travel time from all villages and towns between

No sweat tops/hoodies

Halstead, Haverhill, Bury St Edmunds, Stowmarket,

No inappropriate footwear e.g. flip flops, backless sandals,

Sudbury, Ipswich, Hadleigh and Colchester.

casual boots and trainers including Vans which may
contravene Health & Safety guidelines.

For full details of our travel routes please visit
Please see our website for further details.

www.tgschool.net/transport
Bury St
Edmunds

Clare

Cavendish

Haverhill

Glemsford
Long Melford

Sudbury

TGS
Halstead
Braintree

Stowmarket
Bildeston
Lavenham
Monks Eleigh
Great Waldingfield
Acton

Boxford Polstead

Bures
Wormingford

Ipswich

Hadleigh

Nayland
Great Horkesley

Colchester

Finding
Out More
You are always welcome to come and visit our school and
Sixth Form to see the facilities, experience lessons and
talk to staff and current students.
To ask any further questions or to arrange a personal tour
please arrange an appointment by contacting Mrs Lynne
King either by phone or email sixthform@tgschool.net.
If you wish to find out more about Thomas Gainsborough
Sixth Form and the school as a whole you will also find
more useful information on our website.
We look forward to welcoming you to our Sixth Form.

Thomas Gainsborough Sixth Form
Wells Hall Road
Great Cornard
Sudbury
Suffolk
CO10 0NH
Telephone 01787 375232
Email sixthform@tgschool.net
www.tgschool.net/sixth-form

